
Fumili Minimization is used to compute the Energy Calibration Coefficients

Preshower/Shower Calibration
Two Parts:
1) Event Selection
2) Fumili Minimization

“Good events” are chosen based on the following cuts:

1) R_vdc_u1_nclust==1&&R_vdc_v1_nclust==1&&R_vdc_u2_nclust==1&&R_vdc_v2_nclust==1
Only one track is reconstructed by the VDC

2) R_cer_asum_c>200&&R_cer_asum_c<3000
Cuts out the single photoelectron peak

3) R_tr_n==1&&fabs(R_gold_th)<0.5&&fabs(R_gold_ph)<0.5&&fabs(R_gold_dp)<1
Compares the momentum of the particle track to that of the golden track

4) nBlockShower<61 && nBlockShower>17
     nBlockShower ≠ 30, 31, 32, 46, 47, 48
No cluster information in the edge blocks of shower

1 Introduction

To separate electrons from other particles, a gas Cerenkov detector and an electromag-
netic shower counter are used in each High Resolution Spectrometer of Hall-A. During the
experiment E97-110, a long tank cerenkov counter was used. The right arm has a total
shower detector which contains the entire energy deposited by a scattered electron.The
main cluster in the total shower has been reconstructed by ANALYZER. One can just
write a procedure to do the calibration. The total shower is made of two layers (Preshower
and Shower counter) of leadglass blocks. The main components of both counter are PbO
and SiO2. The radiation length is 2.74cm for PreShower and 2.55cm for Shower. The
configuration of the preshower is 2x24 and the shower is 16x5 [1] (Fig. 1).

The thickness are as following:
– PreShower: 10cm = 3.65 radiation length
– Shower: 35cm = 13.73 radiation length.

2 Calibration

2.1 Shower Detector Calibration channel by channel

The calibration for the shower detector is to define a set of coe!cients which transform
the ADC amplitude of each block into the energy deposition.

As the electron can deposit almost all energy in total shower, we can obtain the
calibration constants for di"erent channels by minimizing the function as following:
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Fig. 1 Configuration of the total shower.
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Cj,k: calibration constants (123 total)
Aj,k: amplitude value in the jth (kth) preshower(shower)
Pj,k: mean value of pedestals for the jth (kth) preshower(shower)
Pkin: particle momentum 

To check calibration: plot Etot/p


